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Globalization and Its DiscontentsW. W. Norton
Nobel Prize winner Joseph E. Stiglitz's landmark book, now with a new foreword.
What does strategy mean to a Head of Ethics, Sustainability, and Governance in a globallyleading asset management company in London? How does the Chair of a not-for-profit
community interest company, which supports women in Scotland to thrive in business, use
learning to shape strategy? How is innovation, digitalization, and disruption viewed by the CEO
of a Singaporean fintech start-up? Strategy: Theory, Practice, Implementation represents a
new breed of textbook for this discipline. Developed in consultation with lecturers, students,
and professionals, the book's research-driven Process-Practice Model of Strategy places
implementation at its core, enabling students to develop a crystal clear understanding of how
strategy operates in a culture of dynamism, adaptability, and change. The authors' wealth of
teaching, research, and practitioner experience shines through in their writing as they strike the
perfect balance between clarity and rigour. They expertly cover all the core areas of strategy,
using carefully paced, step-by-step guidance to apply theories and models of strategy to a
diverse range of examples, making the text the most practical of its kind. Moving beyond the
limits of traditional texts, Strategy offers unique Practitioner Insights (and accompanying video
interviews) gathered from professionals engaged in a range of strategic roles, across multiple
industries and sectors worldwide, to help students grasp the complex reality of strategic
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management in practice. Strategy: Theory, Practice, Implementation ultimately provides
students with a lively, critical, and highly practical approach to thinking, talking, and acting like
a strategist. This text will inspire them and fully prepare them for their future career in business.
Online resources accompaning the textbook include: For registered adopters: - A test bank PowerPoint slides - Answers to, or guidance on, the chapter-opening case study questions in
the book - A series of 'Boardroom Challenges' for use in group role play exercises / action
learning simulations - Teaching notes on using the 'Boardroom Challenges' in class For
students: - Video interviews with the practitioners from the Practitioner Insights, and further
videos providing advice on how students can enhance their employability. - Research Insights
to broaden students' perspectives of academic research and its impact on strategic thinking Links to articles, cases, chapters, or multimedia resources to support students' further reading Additional case studies with exercises or discussion questions - Video interviews with the
authors in which they discuss key theories and implementation issues - MCQs - Guidance on
how to analyse a case study - Flashcard glossary
Drawing on his academic and professional expertise, the author explains how the United
States exported bad economics, bad policies, and bad behavior to the rest of the world, only to
provide a substandard response when the markets finally seized up.
A companion to his acclaimed work in Rewriting the Rules of the American Economy, Joseph
E. Stiglitz, along with Carter Dougherty and the Foundation for European Progressive Studies,
lays out the economic framework for a Europe with faster growth that is more equitably shared.
Europe is in crisis. Sluggish economic growth in many countries, widespread income
stagnation, and recession have led to severe political and social consequences. Social
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protections for citizens have been cut back. Governments offer timid responses to deep-seated
problems. These economic and political failures have contributed to the rise of extremist
parties on the right. Marginalized populations are being made scapegoats for Europe’s woes.
But the problems of today’s Europe stem from decisions based on a blind worship of markets
in too many areas of policy. If Europe is to return to an innovative and dynamic economy—and if
there is to be shared prosperity, social solidarity, and justice—then EU countries need to break
with their current, destructive trajectory. This volume offers concrete strategies for renewal that
would also reinvigorate the project of European integration, with fresh ideas in the areas of
both macroeconomics and microeconomics, including central banking, public investment,
corporate governance and competition policy, social policy, and international trade.
It’s time to rewrite the rules—to curb the runaway flow of wealth to the top one percent, to
restore security and opportunity for the middle class, and to foster stronger growth rooted in
broadly shared prosperity. Inequality is a choice. The United States bills itself as the land of
opportunity, a place where anyone can achieve success and a better life through hard work
and determination. But the facts tell a different story—the U.S. today lags behind most other
developed nations in measures of inequality and economic mobility. For decades, wages have
stagnated for the majority of workers while economic gains have disproportionately gone to the
top one percent. Education, housing, and health care—essential ingredients for individual
success—are growing ever more expensive. Deeply rooted structural discrimination continues
to hold down women and people of color, and more than one-fifth of all American children now
live in poverty. These trends are on track to become even worse in the future. Some
economists claim that today’s bleak conditions are inevitable consequences of market
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outcomes, globalization, and technological progress. If we want greater equality, they argue,
we have to sacrifice growth. This is simply not true. American inequality is the result of
misguided structural rules that actually constrict economic growth. We have stripped away
worker protections and family support systems, created a tax system that rewards short-term
gains over long-term investment, offered a de facto public safety net to too-big-to-fail financial
institutions, and chosen monetary and fiscal policies that promote wealth over full employment.
??????:???????????;???????????;???????;???????;???????;?????????????

????,???????????,??“????”?“????”????????????????????????,??????,?????????????
??,?????????????????????.
This book discusses the rise of Putin in Russia and Erdogan in Turkey to authoritarian
power in the context of the global debate over the fragility of democracy and the
persistence of authoritarianism. It is both historical and theoretical in it treatment of the
politics, economics and international relations of Russia and Turkey.
????????2018???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???? | ?????Facundo
Alvaredo? ??????????????????????? ???Lucas Chancel? ?????????????????????????
????Thomas Piketty? ??????????????????????????Anthony B.
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Atkinson????????????????WTID??????????????????????World Inequality
Database???????????????L’économie des inégalités?????????????Le Capital au xxie
siècle???? ???Emmanuel Saez? ???????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????Pour une révolution fiscal: Un impôt sur le revenu pour
le XXIe siècle?? ????Gabriel Zucman? ??????????????????????????????????????La
Richesse cachée des nations?? ???? | ???
???????????????????????????????????????
There Have Been Few Who Have Tried To Grab Globalization As A Process That PreDates Contemporary Processes, Back To The Time Of The Trading Empires Centred
On Asia And The Indian Ocean, Or Even Modern Imperialism From The Late 19Th
Century. The Essays In This Collection Seek To Explore One Of The Many Aspects Of
This Dialectic. The Authors, Of Diverse Theoretical Orientations, Generally Do Not
Discuss Globalization Directly. They Take It To Be A Dialectical Process Of Some
Historical Depth, Going Back At Least To The European Conquest Of The New World.
Global growth for 2018–19 is projected to remain steady at its 2017 level, but its pace is
less vigorous than projected in April and it has become less balanced. Downside risks
to global growth have risen in the past six months and the potential for upside surprises
has receded. Global growth is projected at 3.7 percent for 2018–19—0.2 percentage
point lower for both years than forecast in April. The downward revision reflects
surprises that suppressed activity in early 2018 in some major advanced economies,
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the negative effects of the trade measures implemented or approved between April and
mid-September, as well as a weaker outlook for some key emerging market and
developing economies arising from country-specific factors, tighter financial conditions,
geopolitical tensions, and higher oil import bills. The balance of risks to the global
growth forecast has shifted to the downside in a context of elevated policy uncertainty.
Several of the downside risks highlighted in the April 2018 World Economic Outlook
(WEO)—such as rising trade barriers and a reversal of capital flows to emerging market
economies with weaker fundamentals and higher political risk—have become more
pronounced or have partially materialized. Meanwhile, the potential for upside surprises
has receded, given the tightening of financial conditions in some parts of the world,
higher trade costs, slow implementation of reforms recommended in the past, and
waning growth momentum.
According to the October 2016 "World Economic Outlook," global growth is projected to
slow to 3.1 percent in 2016 before recovering to 3.4 percent in 2017. The forecast,
revised down by 0.1 percentage point for 2016 and 2017 relative to April’s report,
reflects a more subdued outlook for advanced economies following the June U.K. vote
in favor of leaving the European Union (Brexit) and weaker-than-expected growth in the
United States. These developments have put further downward pressure on global
interest rates, as monetary policy is now expected to remain accommodative for longer.
Although the market reaction to the Brexit shock was reassuringly orderly, the ultimate
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impact remains very unclear, as the fate of institutional and trade arrangements
between the United Kingdom and the European Union is uncertain. Financial market
sentiment toward emerging market economies has improved with expectations of lower
interest rates in advanced economies, reduced concern about China’s near-term
prospects following policy support to growth, and some firming of commodity prices. But
prospects differ sharply across countries and regions, with emerging Asia in general
and India in particular showing robust growth and sub-Saharan Africa experiencing a
sharp slowdown. In advanced economies, a subdued outlook subject to sizable
uncertainty and downside risks may fuel further political discontent, with anti-integration
policy platforms gaining more traction. Several emerging market and developing
economies still face daunting policy challenges in adjusting to weaker commodity
prices. These worrisome prospects make the need for a broad-based policy response
to raise growth and manage vulnerabilities more urgent than ever.
The Nobel Prize–winning economist and best-selling author explains why saving
Europe may mean abandoning the euro. When Nobel Prize–winning economist Joseph
E. Stiglitz posed this question in the original edition of The Euro, he lent much-needed
clarity to a global debate that continues to this day. The euro was supposed to unify
Europe and promote prosperity; in fact, it has done just the opposite. To save the
European project, the euro may have to be abandoned. Since 2010, many of the 19
countries of Europe that share the euro currency—the eurozone—have been rocked by
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debt crises and mired in lasting stagnation, and the divergence between stronger and
weaker economies has accelerated. In The Euro, Joseph E. Stiglitz explains precisely
why the eurozone has performed so poorly, so different from the expectations at its
launch: at the core of the failure is the structure of the eurozone itself, the rules by
which it is governed. Stiglitz reveals three potential paths forward: drastic structural
reforms, not of the individual countries, but of the eurozone; a well-managed dissolution
of the euro; or a bold new system dubbed the “flexible euro.” With trenchant
analysis—and brand new material on Brexit—The Euro is urgent and timely reading.
How one of the greatest economic expansions in history sowed the seeds of its own
collapse. With his best-selling Globalization and Its Discontents, Joseph E. Stiglitz
showed how a misplaced faith in free-market ideology led to many of the recent
problems suffered by the developing nations. Here he turns the same light on the
United States. The Roaring Nineties offers not only an insider's illuminating view of
policymaking but also a compelling case that even the Clinton administration was too
closely tied to the financial community—that along with enormous economic success in
the nineties came the seeds of the destruction visited on the economy at the end of the
decade. This groundbreaking work by the Nobel Prize-winning economist argues that
much of what we understood about the 1990s' prosperity is wrong, that the theories that
have been used to guide world leaders and anchor key business decisions were
fundamentally outdated. Yes, jobs were created, technology prospered, inflation fell,
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and poverty was reduced. But at the same time the foundation was laid for the
economic problems we face today. Trapped in a near-ideological commitment to free
markets, policymakers permitted accounting standards to slip, carried deregulation
further than they should have, and pandered to corporate greed. These chickens have
now come home to roost. The paperback includes a new introduction that reviews the
continued failure of the Bush administration's policies, which have taken a bad situation
and made it worse.
Simplified Chinese edition of Street of Eternal Happiness: Big City Dreams Along a
Shanghai Road
??????????,???????????????????????(??????,??????)???????,???????????????????
?????????????????????,??????????????????????????
????:???????????????????????????????????????
??????/??????????????????????????????“????”????????????,???“??????”??????“??
”,??????21????????????????????????
People everywhere are more dependent than ever on foreign migrants, products, and
ideas—and more xenophobic. Intolerance and hate-based violence is on the rise in
countries from Hungary to South Africa, threatening global security. With
Interdependent Yet Intolerant, Robert Mandel explains why we live in an unexpectedly
and increasingly hateful world, why existing policies have done little to help, and what
needs to be done. Through an in-depth analysis of case studies from twelve diverse
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countries that have experienced violence between native citizens and foreign migrants,
Mandel finds that the interdependence of the current liberal international order does not
breed mutual understanding between groups through increased contact, but rather,
under specific conditions, stimulates boomerang effects in the exact opposite direction.
And the very policy measures intended to decrease violence—from heightened border
enforcement intended to minimize instability, to intergovernmental payoffs to other
countries to keep foreigners away, as in the EU—only inflame intolerance and promote
global insecurity. Providing practical policy recommendations for managing identitybased violence in an age of mass migration and globalization, Interdependent Yet
Intolerant calls on societies around the world to rethink their predominant notions of
national identity and control.
??????“?????????”?????????????,?????????????????“??????”,?“????????????????”?
Reveals massive expenses associated with the Iraq War in a cautionary account that
evaluates the war's long-term costs, both financial and human, as well as their consequences
to taxpayers.
Traditional Chinese edition of Half the Sky by New York Times columnist Nickolas Kristof and
Sheryl Wudunn, both Pulitzer Prize winner. "Half the Sky" is a required reading in college
campuses. The book is an emotionally rending read as it exposes the abusive treatment of
women in many parts of the world. But if and when the women had the opportunity and were
empowered, say the authors, they can, as the Chinese saying goes, hold up half the sky. The
last chapter offers simple actions anyone can take to help empower women! In Chinese.
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Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
????????????,????(??)????????,?????????,????????????,??????????????????
The true cost of the Iraq War is $3 trillion—and counting—rather than the $50 billion projected by
the White House. Apart from its tragic human toll, the Iraq War will be staggeringly expensive
in financial terms. This sobering study by Nobel Prize winner Joseph E. Stiglitz and Harvard
professor Linda J. Bilmes casts a spotlight on expense items that have been hidden from the
U.S. taxpayer, including not only big-ticket items like replacing military equipment (being used
up at six times the peacetime rate) but also the cost of caring for thousands of wounded
veterans—for the rest of their lives. Shifting to a global focus, the authors investigate the cost in
lives and economic damage within Iraq and the region. Finally, with the chilling precision of an
actuary, the authors measure what the U.S. taxpayer's money would have produced if instead
it had been invested in the further growth of the U.S. economy. Written in language as simple
as the details are disturbing, this book will forever change the way we think about the war.
**Over 1 million copies sold worldwide** MAJOR NEW EDITION From Nobel laureate Joseph
Stiglitz, Globalization and its Discontents is the bestselling exposé of the all-powerful
organizations that control our lives. Joseph Stiglitz's landmark book lifted the lid on how
globalization was hurting those it was meant to help. Many of its predictions came true, and it
became a touchstone in the debate. This major new edition looks afresh at the continuing
mismanagement of globalization, and how it has led to our current political and economic
discontents. Globalization can still be a force for good, Stiglitz argues. But the balance of
power has to change. Here he offers real, tough solutions for the future. 'A massively important
political as well as economic document ... we should listen to him urgently' Will Hutton,
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Guardian 'Stiglitz is a rare breed, an heretical economist who has ruffled the self-satisfied
global establishment that once fed him. Globalization and its Discontents declares war on the
entire Washington financial and economic establishment' Ian Fraser, Sunday Herald 'Gripping
... this landmark book shows him to be a worthy successor to Keynes' Robin Blackburn,
Independent
Examines how the wealthy classes have contributed to growing inequality in society and
explains how the quest to increase wealth has hindered the country's economic growth as well
as its efforts to solve its most pressing economic problems.

This book considers the impact of the Trans-Pacific Partnership [TPP] on intellectual
property and trade. The book focuses upon the debate over copyright law, intermediary
liability, and technological protection measures. The text examines the negotiations
over trade mark law, cybersquatting, geographical indications and the plain packaging
of tobacco products. It explores the debate over patent law and access to essential
medicines, data protection and biologics, and the protection of trade secrets. In
addition, the book investigates the treatment of Indigenous intellectual property, access
to genetic resources, and plant breeders’ rights.
"A damning denunciation of things as they are, and a platform for how we can do
better."—Andrew Leonard, Salon Building on the international bestseller Globalization
and Its Discontents, Joseph E. Stiglitz offers here an agenda of inventive solutions to
our most pressing economic, social, and environmental challenges, with each proposal
guided by the fundamental insight that economic globalization continues to outpace
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both the political structures and the moral sensitivity required to ensure a just and
sustainable world. As economic interdependence continues to gather the peoples of the
world into a single community, it brings with it the need to think and act globally. This
trenchant, intellectually powerful, and inspiring book is an invaluable step in that
process.
A Nobel prize winner challenges us to throw off the free market fundamentalists and
reclaim our economy. We all have the sense that the American economy—and its
government—tilts toward big business, but as Joseph E. Stiglitz explains in his new
book, People, Power, and Profits, the situation is dire. A few corporations have come to
dominate entire sectors of the economy, contributing to skyrocketing inequality and
slow growth. This is how the financial industry has managed to write its own
regulations, tech companies have accumulated reams of personal data with little
oversight, and our government has negotiated trade deals that fail to represent the best
interests of workers. Too many have made their wealth through exploitation of others
rather than through wealth creation. If something isn’t done, new technologies may
make matters worse, increasing inequality and unemployment. Stiglitz identifies the true
sources of wealth and of increases in standards of living, based on learning, advances
in science and technology, and the rule of law. He shows that the assault on the
judiciary, universities, and the media undermines the very institutions that have long
been the foundation of America’s economic might and its democracy. Helpless though
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we may feel today, we are far from powerless. In fact, the economic solutions are often
quite clear. We need to exploit the benefits of markets while taming their excesses,
making sure that markets work for us—the U.S. citizens—and not the other way around. If
enough citizens rally behind the agenda for change outlined in this book, it may not be
too late to create a progressive capitalism that will recreate a shared prosperity. Stiglitz
shows how a middle-class life can once again be attainable by all. An authoritative
account of the predictable dangers of free market fundamentalism and the foundations
of progressive capitalism, People, Power, and Profits shows us an America in crisis, but
also lights a path through this challenging time.
???????:??·??
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